Oracle Generation 2
Cloud Infrastructure
Kickstart your journey to the Cloud

Organizations today are being driven by the
need to modernize and improve agility. At
the same time, they aim to reduce risk and
expenditure. In this scenario, cloud has
emerged as the favored path to accelerate
business and innovate on the go. Analysts
indicate that over 75% of enterprises will
shut down their traditional data centers in
the coming decade.
Leading this change is Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Gen 2 – Cloud services that
enable you to build and run a wide range of
applications and services in a highly
available hosted environment.

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) offers
high-performance compute capabilities,
Database as a Service (DBaaS), ExaData
Cloud Services (ExaCS) and storage
capacity in a flexible overlay virtual network
that is securely accessible from your
on-premises network.
Wipro, a Cloud Solutions Provider
Expertise (CSPE) partner for OCI, provides
future-ready solutions on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. Wipro brings consulting
expertise, cloud solutions and industry
expertise to help customers propel their
digital transformation journey with
Oracle Cloud.

Wipro’s offerings on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure:
Cloud Assessment
& Strategy
Assess your
organization’s cloud
readiness and identify
an optimal
roadmap with Wipro’s
Digital Navigator
Assessment
• Cloud fitment
analysis
• Migration approach
• TCO analysis

Move and Improve
Oracle &Non-Oracle
workloads

Cloud Native
Deployment

Move your workloads to
Oracle Cloud in an
accelerated, simple
and secure manner

Modernize business
applications
with Kubernetes
deployment

• Migrate existing
Oracle and
non-Oracle workloads
to Oracle Cloud

• Enhance cloud native
deployment with
CI/CD

• Migrate/consolidate
databases on Oracle
Cloud leveraging
DBaaS, ExaCS

• Improve application
availability with
Kubernetes in OCI

Manage and
Maintain
Global delivery model
with shared and
dedicated support
• Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure
management,
application
management
• Predictive and
proactive monitoring
and management

Wipro’s differentiators:
Managed Service Expertise
(MSE) partner for OCI

• Expertise badge for Oracle
E-Business Suite for North
America
• Over 600 OCI certified
consultants

Wipro’s Disaster
Recovery as a Service

Zero Cost
Transformation to OCI

• Wipro's proprietary offering
to host disaster recovery
environment on Oracle Cloud
as an OpEx model with high
scalability and availability

• Free Cloud assessment, PoC
and migration to OCI

• Savings on license and
infrastructure costs

• Free transition
• Wipro will buy OCI
subscription on customer's
behalf for Non-Prod, Prod
and DR environments
• Wipro takes ownership of
Managed Services
comprising of
Infrastructure and
Application Administration
• Up to 25%-40% TCO
reduction

Cloud Transformation
Platform

TCO Savings
Calculator for OCI

• Automated workload
discovery and move-group
creation

• Compute/Compare TCO
savings between on-premise
and OCI environments

• Semi-automated migration
execution

• DIY mode

Wipro’s success stories:
For a principal
public transit and
transportation
provider in the US

For one of the largest
global video gaming
companies

For a large global
semiconductor
company

Migrated Oracle
E-Business Suite,
boundary applications
and disaster recovery
setup to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure

Migrated over 40
Oracle and non-Oracle
workloads, and entire
disaster recovery setup
from on-premise to
Oracle Public Cloud
Infrastructure

Benefits

Benefits

Benefits

Benefits

• OpEx model with high
scalability, 35%
reduction in operation
expenses

• CapEx to OpEx model

• OpEx model with high
scalability

• OpEx model with high
scalability

• Application
availability uptime of
99.995%

• Faster response time
for refresh and
cloning

• Reduced turn-around
time for operations
from 4 weeks to
4 hours

• Improved DR solution
with Wipro’s Disaster
Recovery as a Service

• Improved user
experience due to
enhanced overall
system performance
• Committed Recovery
Point & Time
Objectives (RPO &
RTO) with Wipro’s
Disaster Re covery
as a Service
• Enhanced the ability
to innovate using the
new cloud
environment

• Re-usability of
existing hardware
for other project
requirements
• Lower total cost of
ownership

For a British
low-cost airline

Implemented Wipro’s
TOPS on Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure to
support all major
processes in airline
flight operations

Migrated Oracle
PeopleSoft Financials,
HR and EPM
applications to Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure

• Customer cloud
objective met by
migrating their
workloads from
secondary data
center into OCI
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 200,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
continents. Together, we discover
ideas and connect the dots to build
a better and a bold new future.

For more information,
please write to us at info@wipro.com

